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Abstract—Occupying Knowledge Base with new knowledge facts from reliable text resources usually contains linking name mentions to entities and identifying relationship between entity pairs. The main goal of KBP is to circulate research in discovering facts about entities and expanding a structured knowledge base with this information. The task often suffers from errors propagating from upstream entity linkers to downstream relation extractors. We get optimal assignment by addressing the coherence among preliminary local predictions: whether the types of entities meet the expectations of relations explicitly or implicitly, and whether the local predictions are globally compatible.

There are two new tasks - Cross-lingual Entity Linking: Given a set of multi-lingual queries, the system is required to provide the ID of the English KB entry to which each query refers and cluster NIL queries without KB references; and Temporal Slot Filling: given an entity query, the system is required to discover the start and end dates for any identified slot fill.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in NLP have made it possible to build structured KBs from online resources, at an unique scale and much more efficiently than traditional manual edit. However, in those KBs, entities which are popular to the community usually contain more knowledge facts. While most other entities often have fewer facts and knowledge facts should be updated as the development of entities, such as changes in the cabinet, a marriage event, or an acquisition between two companies, etc. The main goal of the Knowledge Base Population track at Text Analysis Conference is to gather information about an entity that is scattered among the documents of a large collection, and then use the extracted information to populate an existing knowledge base (KB). KBP is done through two separate sub-tasks - Entity Linking and Slot Filling. For both tasks, the system is given a query contains a name and a document in which this name appears.

To summarize, the following improvements—

A. Defined a new task, Cross-lingual Entity Linking, and prepared its annotation guideline and training corpora;
B. Defined a new task, Temporal Slot Filling, and prepared its annotation guideline and training corpora; • Added clustering of entity mentions without KB entries into the Entity Linking task, and developed a new scoring metric incorporating NIL clustering;
C. Made systematic corrections to the slot filling guidelines and data annotation;
D. Defined a new task, Cross-lingual Slot Filling, and prepared its annotation guideline, in anticipation of future evaluations.

The experiments on a real-world case study show that this framework can eliminate error propagations in by taking relations’ argument type expectations and global compatibilities into account, thus outperforms the approaches based on state of the art relation extractors by a large margin.

II. TASK DEFINITION AND EVALUATION METRICS

It summarizes the tasks conducted at KBP 2011. More details regarding data format and scoring software can be found in the KBP 2011. The overall goal of KBP is to automatically identify salient and novel entities from multiple languages, link them to corresponding Knowledge Base (KB) in a target language, then discover attributes about the entities and finally expand the KB with any new attributes. A source language S and a target language T, Figure 1 represents the general architecture of current KBP tasks.

It has been estimated that one of every fifty lines of database application code involves a date or time value. In fact, many statements in text are temporally qualified. For example, most of the slot types change over time and thus can be temporally bounded. Temporal Information Extraction is also of significant interest for a variety of NLP applications such as Textual Inference, Multi-document Text summarization and Template Based Question Answering.
III. DATA ANNOTATION

The description of the data annotation for KBP are presented in a separate paper by the Linguistic Data Consortium. The English text corpus is unchanged from KBP2010, consisting of 1,286,609 newswire documents, 490,596 web documents. A manual annotation for the 2010 slot-filling task was included along with the pooled system outputs and the pooled slot fills were then manually evaluated; the assessors did not know which fills came from the manual annotation. When the manual annotation was then scored against the assessments. One-third of the manual fills were considered incorrect by the assessors. Some errors could be attributed to revisions in the guidelines in preparation for assessment, but more generally the low correctness reflected under specification of the slot fill guidelines, particularly for some of the most common slots.

IV. MONO-LINGUAL ENTITY LINKING

A. General Architecture

A typical KBP mono-lingual entity linking system architecture is encapsulated. It contains these steps:
1) query expansion - expand the query into a richer set of forms using Wikipedia structure mining or co reference resolution in the background document;
2) candidate generation - finding all feasible KB entries that a query might link to;
3) candidate ranking - rank the probabilities of all candidates;
4) NIL detection and clustering - detect the NILs which got low confidence at matching the top KB entries from step (3), and group the NIL queries into clusters.

B. Ranking Features

Query expansion techniques are alike across systems, and KB node candidate generation methods normally achieve more than 95% recall. Even after we introduced the new NIL clustering component in this year’s evaluation, systems achieved very high performance in clustering itself. Therefore, the most critical step is ranking the KB candidates and selecting the best node. It’s encouraging to see many new and interesting ranking features have been invented during each year’s evaluation.

C. Performance

There are two principal challenges of entity linking: the same entity can be referred to by more than one name string and the same name string can refer to more than one entity. From table we can roughly estimate that KBP2011 includes more ambiguous Non-NIL entities than KBP2010.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difficulty</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>NIL</th>
<th>Non-NIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguity</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variety</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, comparing the performance on the same KBP2010 data set, we can see almost all systems achieved significant improvement in 2011.

D. Performance of Various Entity Types

Figure shows the F-measure scores of the top 14 systems on various entity types. We can see that systems generally performed the best on person entities, and the worst on geo-political entities. However the rank of overall performance is not consistent with the rank of individual types.

V. CROSS-LINGUAL ENTITY LINKING

A. General Architecture

There are two basic approaches to cross-lingual entity linking as illustrated in Figure
• Pipeline A: Translate a Chinese query and its associated document into English, and then run English mono-lingual entity linking to link the translated query and document to English KB system.

• Pipeline B (Chinese Entity Linking + Cross-lingual KB linkages): Apply Chinese Entity Linking to link a Chinese query to Chinese KB, and then use cross-lingual KB linkages to map the Chinese KB node to English KB node and HITS system that used external hyperlinks, image similarity and templates. It’s hard to tell which pipeline is better. Each method has its own limitations in terms of quality and portability.

VI. CONCLUSION

We examined that cross-lingual training data contains higher percentage of equivocal names than mono-lingual data. we notice a few annotation errors by checking some queries randomly. If time and funding permit in KBP2012, we should check human annotation performance and do better annotation quality control for this task. It is worth investigating what types of challenges have been brought to entity linking because of language barriers. The top cross-lingual entity linking systems can be ranked at top 4 and 5 in the mono-lingual track, better than most mono-lingual entity linking systems.
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